
Conclusions: Assessment of %TBSA, admission and weekly bloods,
and dietician referral were areas of good practice. However, compliance
with recording weight and height on admission did not meet the Trust
target of 85% We recommended a checkbox for weight and height on
admission in Trust’s electronic handover system, monitor at weekly
burns MDT and re-audit.

107 The Role of Tissue Engineering in Auricular
Reconstruction: A Critical Review

F. Moura, R. Varley, C. Yao
Department of Surgical Sciences, UCL, London, United Kingdom

Aim: Despite several decades of research in tissue engineering, recon-
structing a 3D human-sized ear that can stand the test of time has
remained a challenge. Autologous cartilage reconstruction remains the
main treatment choice despite the associated morbidity. Progress in
the field has been made and several studies have used tissue-
engineered implants in immunocompetent animals with promising
results.
Method: This study critically reviews and assesses the characteristics
that make auricular reconstruction so challenging and how far re-
search has come in addressing the following: mechanical properties;
vascularisation; immune response; cell sourcing; surgical attachments;
allografts; and cost.
Results: The question is whether tissue engineering will realistically
replace autologous cartilage reconstruction in the short-term, or will
advances in other areas, outlined in this article, manage to provide
suitable and aesthetically accurate scaffolds.
Conclusions: Advances in tissue engineering are slowly progressing
and utilise advances in both biomaterial design and 3D bioprinting to
try and address the challenges of auricular reconstruction. Tissue engi-
neering is still a promising solution to auricular reconstruction but still
requires further research before becoming a reality.

The Oxford Acute Referrals System (OARS) is an electronic platform
that keeps a complete record of referrals, whilst providing the referring
clinician with step-by-step specialist advice according to inbuilt BSSH
guidelines. This audit demonstrates our experience of its’ use in a ter-
tiary centre Plastics department.
Method: One week of referrals in 2019, prior to the implementation of
OARS, were compared with the equivalent week in 2020 once OARS
was established. Data was collected retrospectively using electronic pa-
tient records.
Results: In one week in 2019, 120 cases were reviewed in the emer-
gency clinic compared with 155 OARS referrals for the equivalent week
in 2020. Following OARS implementation, 69% of referred cases did not
footfall in the emergency clinic. 46% were managed locally with spe-
cialist advice from Plastic Surgery. 10% were brought directly into a the-
atre list, of which 7% were subsequently treated conservatively. A
Plastic surgery consultant reviewing OARS referrals taken by juniors,
changed the decision of how or where to manage the patient in 6% of
cases.
Conclusions: OARS is an effective triage system that has considerably
reduced footfall in the emergency clinic, whilst simultaneously expe-
diting patient care down the correct treatment pathway. Its use led to
safe management of patients remotely, which has important implica-
tions during a pandemic.
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